Formal power series are an extension of formal languages. Recognizable formal power series can be captured by the so-called weighted finite automata, generalizing finite state machines. In this paper, motivated by codings of formal languages, we introduce and investigate two types of transformations for formal power series. We characterize when these transformations preserve recognizability, generalizing the recent results of Zhang [16] to the formal power series setting. We show, for example, that the "square-root" operation, while preserving regularity for formal languages, preserves recognizability for formal power series when the underlying semiring is commutative or locally finite, but not in general.
Introduction
In automata theory, Kleene's fundamental theorem on the equivalence of regular languages and finite automata has been extended in several ways. Schützenberger [14] investigated formal power series over arbitrary semirings (such as the natural numbers) with non-commuting variables and showed that the recognizable formal power series, which represent precisely the behavior of automata with multiplicities (cf. [4] ), coincide with the rational series. This was the starting point for a large amount of work on formal power series -see [9, 1, 10] or [12] for surveys. Special cases of automata with multiplicities are networks with capacities (costs), which have been also investigated in operations research for algebraic optimization problems, cf. [17] and in the "max-plus-community" [5] .
Regular language operations such as union, concatenation, and star have their straightforward corresponding parts in formal power series. In fact, the concept of rational formal power series is based on these operations: a formal power series is rational precisely when it can be defined in terms of (a finite number of) these operations starting from the polynomials.
Many other operations on formal languages exist. An interesting and historically important class is captured by regularity preserving functions [7, 13, 15, 16] . A simple yet non-trivial example is the socalled "square-root" operation: the square-root of a language L is the language sqrt(L) := {w | ww ∈ L}, consisting of all the words w such that ww is in L. Although the square-root operation preserves regular languages, a closely related duplication operation, defined by {ww | w ∈ L}, clearly does not preserve regularity.
The square-root operation extends straightforwardly to formal power series. For a formal power series S ∈ K A * , define (sqrt(S), w) := (S, ww), i.e., the coefficient of w in the new series is just the coefficient of ww in the original series. Does sqrt preserve rational formal power series? This is one of many questions that is easy to formulate, but non-trivial to answer.
The purpose of this paper is to introduce and investigate two types of transformations motivated from the coding of formal languages and their regularity-preserving properties. We provide characteristic conditions on the rationality-preserving property of these transformations, generalizing the recent results of Zhang [16] to the formal power series setting. Unlike the case for formal languages, the rationality-preserving property of these transformations critically depends on the property of the underlying semiring. The "square-root" operation, while preserving regularity for formal languages, preserves rationality for formal power series if the underlying semiring is commutative or locally finite, but not in general.
We note that for the Boolean semiring, there is already a rich class of regularity-preserving functions (see, e.g. [16] ) which readily generalize to locally finite semirings by the results of this paper. These functions include polynomials and exponentials, and are preserved under most constructions such as sum, multiplication, exponentiation, but not subtraction. In fact, this function class is not even properly contained in the class of recursively enumerable functions, just to give an idea of how rich it is.
Remark. A preliminary version of the current paper appeared in the Proceedings of Automata, Languages and Programming (28th ICALP, Crete), Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol. 2076, Springer, 2001, pp. 555-566. The major differences are that the current version contains more streamlined, algebraic proofs of important earlier results (such as Lemma 2.2, Theorem 2.1, Lemma 3.1, Theorem 3.1, Proposition 3.1, and Theorem 3.2), and additional materials are added as Section 4.1 about the structural properties of recognizability-preserving functions over locally finite semirings.
Formal power series and weighted finite automata
We begin with the necessary notation and background for formal power series and for weighted finite automata. While a couple of introductory textbooks [1, 10, 12] on formal power series are available, the concept of weighted finite automata remains folklore (or implicit in the literature). Weighted finite automata extract the computational content of recognizable formal power series. We recall the background here since this is a useful concept and several of our results depend on the intuitions provided by such a view.
A semiring is a structure
where (K, +, 0) is a commutative monoid and (K, ·, 1) is a monoid such that multiplication distributes over addition, and 0 · x = x · 0 = 0 for each x ∈ K. If the multiplication is commutative, we say that K is commutative. If the addition is idempotent, then the semiring is called idempotent. For instance, the Boolean semiring B = ({0, 1}, +, ·, 0, 1) is both commutative and idempotent. The semiring of natural numbers (N, +, ·, 0, 1) is commutative but not idempotent.
Also, a semiring K is locally finite if any finitely generated sub-semiring of K is finite. For instance, if both sum and product are commutative and idempotent then it is easy to see that the semiring is locally finite. This is in particular the case for the min-max semiring (R ∪ {−∞, +∞}, min, max, +∞, −∞) or for semirings which are Boolean algebras, such as (P(A * ), ∪, ∩, ∅, A * ).
A formal power series is a mapping S : A * → K (from now on A always denotes a finite alphabet). It is usually denoted as a formal sum The key distinction from the standard finite state machine is that in a weighted finite automaton, a cost is attached to a transition from one state to another while reading an input symbol. Weighted finite automata are inherently non-deterministic -the value 0 can be attached to impossible transitions. For simplicity, no -transitions are permitted.
The cost of a string a 1 a 2 · · · a n along a path
in W is the product
The cost of a string with respect to W is the sum of all the costs of the string along every distinct path. Thus, every weighted finite automaton determines a formal power series K A * .
Rational formal power series are those which can be constructed from polynomials using the operations of sum, product, and star (with the star operation applied only to those formal power series having 0 coefficient for the empty word, cf. [1, 10, 12] ). We write K rat A * for the set of rational formal power series over the semiring K. Theorem 1.1 [Schützenberger] . A formal power series in K A * is rational if and only if it is the formal power series determined by some weighted finite automaton.
Let K n×n be the monoid of all (n × n)-matrices over K, with matrix multiplication. A series S ∈ K A * is called recognizable, if there exists an integer n 1, a monoid morphism µ :
for each w ∈ A * . We let K rec A * denote the collection of all recognizable formal power series S ∈ K A * . Then we say that S is represented by (λ, µ, γ ).
It can be seen that weighted finite automata correspond precisely to recognizable series: the cost function provides the generating matrices for the monoid morphism µ : A * → K n×n . More intuitively, the cost for the automaton to go from state p to state q while reading an a ∈ A is the (p, q)-entry in the matrix µ(a), assuming that states are labeled by consecutive integers starting from 1.
The generality of the semiring structure makes it possible to put many familiar examples in the context of weighted finite automata:
• A = {1}, K = (R + ∪ {∞}, min, +, ∞, 0) where R + is the set of non-negative real numbers. The weighted finite automata model shortest paths in the underlying graph.
. In this case the weighted finite automata model the probability/reliability of an action sequence, as in stochastic automata.
• A = {1}, K = (R + ∪ {∞}, max, min, 0, ∞). This models path capacity as in network flow analysis.
• A, Boolean semiring B = ({0, 1}, +, ·, 0, 1). This corresponds to classical non-deterministic finite automata theory. We also note that Hashiguchi's solution to the restricted star-height problem [6] hinges upon a novel concept of the degree of non-determinism associated with a non-deterministic finite automaton, which can be formulated naturally as a weighted finite automaton. The power of weighted automata for the recognition of context-free languages was recently pointed out in [2] . Applications in language and speech processing have also been found [11] .
Amplifying transformations

Consider the following situation:
where h and f are any functions.
We define the amplifying transformation A f,h : K A * → K A * as follows. For any formal power series S ∈ K A * and w ∈ A * , let
Intuitively, the entry/coefficient for w is the sum of the entries of all ys whose target under h is the same as the target of w under f composed with h. In general, in order for this sum to be finite and therefore defined in K, we will assume that h is non-deleting, i.e., h(a) = for any a ∈ A, or, equivalently,
As an example, take B = {a} to be a singleton, and take h to be the length function w −→ a |w| . The function f can be seen as a function from the natural numbers into themselves. For any language L (over the Boolean semiring), we have w ∈ A f,h (L) (using the standard correspondence between formal languages and their characteristic series) if and only if there is a string y ∈ L such that | y |= f (| w |). In other words,
This is precisely one of the language transformations considered in the literature [7, 8, 13, 15, 16] .
It is both interesting and useful to note that such kind of transformations can be factored as the composition of familiar, more basic transformations on formal power series.
Let h : A * → B * be a function. If T ∈ K B * , then
defines a formal power series in K B * .
Here (b) is due to Theorem 1.1 and the fact thath preserves rationality of series. If, moreover, h is length-preserving, one can give a more direct proof: If S ∈ K rec A * is represented by (λ, µ, γ ), then hS is given by (λ,hµ, γ ) wherehµ : B * → K n×n is the homomorphism defined by
The following lemma says that A f,h (S) is nothing but the formal power series obtained by first transforming S in K A * tohS in K B * and then transforminghS under f −1 before being transformed back in K A * by h −1 . 
Proof. For any S ∈ K A * and w ∈ A * , we have
(S, y)
Let S, T ∈ K A * be two series. The Hadamard product S T ∈ K A * is the series defined by
Proposition 2.2 [1] . Let K be a semiring and
Let X ⊆ A. We define a "restriction" transformation restr X : K A * → K A * by restr X (S) := S 1 X * = S| X * + 0| A * \X * (with slight abuse of notation). As an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.2, we have that restr X preserves recognizability (for any semiring K).
Let h : A * → B * be a non-deleting epimorphism. For each b ∈ B there exists a letter 
Proof. Let
Here is our first main result of the section, which (together with the results of Section 4) appropriately generalizes the results of Seiferas 
which preserves recognizability by Proposition 2.1, the corresponding property of restr X , and the as- 
Coding transformations
For coding transformations to make sense, we require that the homomorphism h : A * → B * is again non-deleting and moreover, that B ⊆ A. But the latter is not a severe condition: in the case that h is a surjective homomorphism, one can always rename the letters in B to ensure B ⊆ A.
For any formal power series S ∈ K A * , define, for every v ∈ B * ,
vx).
Here the distinction fromh is that the summation now is over (S, vx) instead of simply (S, x).
Related to h and any function f : B * → B * is the coding transformation C f,h : K A * → K A * , defined, for any S ∈ K A * , and any w ∈ A * , by
(C f,h (S), w) := y∈A * h(y)=f (h(w)) (S, h(y)y).
Note that if A = B and h : A * → A * is the identity function, then hS = sqrt(S). Our goal is to show that if K is commutative or locally finite, then any such transformation h, hence in particular sqrt, preserves recognizability. We first note some auxiliary results for locally finite semirings. Lemma 3.1 [3] . Let K be a locally finite semiring and S ∈ K A * be recognizable. Then S is a finite linear combination of recognizable characteristic series, i.e.
for some k i ∈ K and recognizable languages L i ⊆ A * (which can be taken to be pairwise disjoint) for i = 1, . . . , n and some n ∈ N.
Lemma 3.2. Let K be a locally finite semiring. Then the Hadamard product S S of two recognizable series S, S ∈ K A * is again recognizable.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, we have
Now we can show: 
Then eachhS i is recognizable in K B * , hence so is S i h S i by Proposition 2.2 resp. Lemma 3.2, and thus hS is recognizable.
Next we consider the coding transformation. 
Proof. Let S ∈ K A * . For any w ∈ A * , we have
(y)=f (h(w)) (S, h(y)y) = (C f,h (S), w).
Notice the similarity between Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 2.1. We wish to derive a result for the coding transformation analogous to Theorem 2.1. First we need some preparations.
Let f : A * → B * be a function. Observe that for any series S, T ∈ K B * , k ∈ K and L ⊆ B * we have 
Let S ∈ K B * be recognizable. By Lemma 3.1, we can write
with k i ∈ K and recognizable languages L i ⊆ B * . Hence each f −1 (L i ) is recognizable and so, by the above observations,
is a recognizable series.
The following is our analogue of Theorem 2.1 in the present setting. 
= (S, f (h(w))f (h(w)))
since h acts like the identity on B * (i.e., h(y) = y for y ∈ B * ). By Lemma 3.1, the support of this series is a recognizable language in A * . Putting S = 1 L , we obtain that for any recognizable language L in B * , the language
is recognizable in B * for any recognizable language L ⊆ B * . But since B is a singleton, any recognizable language in B * is of the form sqrt(L) for some recognizable language L ⊆ B * . This proves that f −1 preserves recognizability of languages and now we apply Proposition 3.1 to get the required conclusion.
It should also be interesting to compare this proof with the combinatorial proof of Kozen [8] for a related result for formal language transformations.
Note that our proof uses the fact that the square-root function is an onto mapping on regular languages over the singleton alphabet {a}: for any regular language S over {a}, there exists a regular language T over {a} such that sqrt(T ) = S. The same proof would work if sqrt were onto for regular languages over any alphabet A. However, this question remains unsettled.
We end this section showing by a pumping argument that if K is not commutative, then in general even the sqrt-operation need not preserve recognizability.
Example. Let K = B {a, b} * , and let S ∈ K {a, b} * be given by (S, w) = w. Clearly, S is recognizable. We show that T = sqrt(S) is not recognizable. Indeed, suppose that there was a weighted finite automaton W recognizing T . Say W has n states. Consider w = ab n . Then
This cost equals the sum over the costs of all paths realizing w in W . But w 2 cannot be written as a proper sum in K. Due to the idempotence of K, the cost w 2 can be the sum of the costs of several paths realizing w; however, each of them has to have the same cost w 2 . Fix a path realizing w with cost w 2 . This path contains a loop which is labeled only with bs, say of length j > 0. So w = ab i b j b k where i + j + k = n, and the loop realizing b j has some non-zero cost c ∈ K. Now consider
Its cost in W is ab n+(m−1)j ab n+(m−1)j , which is obtained from the cost of the loop b mj , so it has some power of c as a factor. If we choose m large enough, it follows that the fixed costs of the beginning sub-path labeled with ab i and of the finishing sub-path labeled with b k cannot contribute to the a in the middle of the cost of w m . So the cost (word) c of the loop must contain an a. But then the cost of w 2 (containing the loop twice) would contain at least three as, a contradiction.
We note that the above example would also work for the semiring K = N A * with a similar argument.
Periodicity of matrices and recognizability-preservation
For formal power series over a locally finite semiring K, the recognizability-preserving property can be characterized by the periodicity of matrices K n×n -we establish results of this kind in this section.
Consider the situation (where a ∈ A)
with h a non-deleting epimorphism. In this setting, we think of f as a function on natural numbers N.
Definition 4.1 Let K be a semiring. A function f : N → N is said to be ultimately periodic with respect to K-matrices if for each n 1 and for each ∈ K n×n , there exists an integer m > 0 such that
for all but finitely many i 0.
Let K be locally finite. A non-trivial example of an ultimately periodic function with respect to matrices over K is the function λx.2 x on N. To see this, fix any ∈ K n×n and consider the list , . . .. Since the sub-semiring of K generated by the entries of is finite, we know by for all but finitely many i 0. Since there are only finitely many choices for p, q, and k ∈ K , we can obtain a common period m > 0 such that
all k ∈ K , and all but finitely many i 0. Therefore, f (i) = f (i+m ) for all but finitely many i 0.
The previous two lemmas and Theorems 2.1 and 3.2 lead to the following theorem. This result, together with the results of the previous sections, allows us to derive further results simply by chaining them together.
Structural properties of recognizability-preserving functions
In formal language theory (formal power series over the Boolean semiring B), a function f : N → N is called regularity preserving if for any regular language L, the language
, with h the length function). Equivalent characterizations of regularity preserving functions have been studied in the literature [7, 8, 13, 15] . A main result in [16] is that a function f : N → N is regularity preserving if and only if it is ultimately periodic (see Definition 4.1) with respect to Boolean matrices. The characterization theorem (Theorem 4.1) generalizes this result to formal power series over locally finite semirings.
An advantage of this is that it makes it relatively simple to prove structural properties of recognizability-preserving functions, those f : N → N such that f −1 preserves recognizability for S ∈ K {a} * , in a similar way to [16] . However, we can avoid the repetition of the detailed steps in [16] by taking advantage of Proposition 3.1, to make a direct connection between regularity preserving functions and functions that preserves recognizability, as follows. 
Proof. (If).
If f is recognizability-preserving for the given locally finite semiring K, then by Proposition 3.1 f has this property for any locally finite semiring, in particular the Boolean semiring. So, by Theorem. 4.1, f is regularity-preserving.
(Only if). Suppose a function f : N → N is regularity preserving. Then, by Theorem 2.1, f −1 is recognizability-preserving for the Boolean semiring. Again by Proposition 3.1, f is recognizabilitypreserving for the given locally finite semiring K.
We can now use the specific Boolean semiring to test for the recognizability-preserving property of functions on any locally finite semiring. It also allows us to lift the structural results of [16] immediately to locally finite semirings, as stated in the following theorem. Proof. By Theorem 4.2, we first specialize the assumptions to Boolean semirings, and then obtain (1-6) for Boolean semirings by the results in [16] . We then transform the results back to the locally finite semiring K, again by Theorem 4.2.
Conclusion
We have considered several kinds of transformations on formal power series and considered their recognizability-preserving properties. A rich class of functions have been shown to induce recognizability-preserving transformations by our characterization theorems.
Weighted finite automata provide a computationally intuitive representation of rational series. They serve as a valuable method for proving many results in this paper using the matrix-based idea described in [16] .
Other variations of the transformations considered here are possible, similar to those discussed in [16, Section 5.2] . We also note that although our results are formulated in the free monoid A * , some of them may generalize to monoids.
